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Iterative Calculation of Reflected and Transmitted 
Acoustic Waves at a Rough Interface 

A. P. Berkhoff, P. M. van den Berg, and J. M. Thijssen, Senior Member, ZEEE 

Abstract- A rigorous iterative technique is described for cal- 
culating the acoustic wave reflection and transmission at an 
irregular interface between two different media. The method 
is based upon a plane-wave expansion technique in which the 
acoustic field equations and the radiation condition are satisfied 
analytically, while the boundary conditions at the interface are 
satisfied numerically. The latter is accomplished by an iterative 
minimization of the integrated squared error in the boundary 
conditions by a conjugate gradient technique, leading to a con- 
verging and relatively simple scheme. The plane interface result 
can be used as starting value. Although in principle the method 
is rigorous, numerical examples show that in practice there is a 
lower bound on the error in the boundary conditions which can 
be achieved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
IGOROUS techniques for computing acoustic wave re- R flection and transmission at a rough interface often are 

solved by formulating the integral equation for the unknown 
pressure and particle velocity at the interface [ll-[4]. Dis- 
cretizing the interface leads to a system of equations from 
which the pressure and the particle velocity at the interface can 
be solved [5 ] ,  161. This procedure has the disadvantage that the 
integral equation is singular, requiring a proper treatment for 
the diagonal matrix elements if severe numerical errors are to 
be avoided. 

For realistic 3D-simulations the system of equations be- 
comes so large that the solution is beyond the reach of even 
the present-day’s largest computers. Approximate techniques 
are: the Kirchhoff approximation and the physical optics ap- 
proximation for short wavelengths. In general, the approximate 
methods break down if the size of the interface roughness is 
of the same order as the wavelength. 

The method proposed by Rayleigh uses a plane wave 
expansion and minimizes the error in the approximation of 
the boundary conditions at the interface [7 ] ,  [8]. As weight- 
ing functions can be used: Dirac-functions, which results in 
the point-matching method, and exponential functions, which 
results in the Rayleigh-Fourier method. Although the plane 
wave expansion is not a valid uniform expansion inside the 
corrugations of the interface, the method can however be 
used when the convergence in the mean is taken as point of 
consideration [7]. 
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Fig. 1. Definition of the different domains in the configuration. 

In this paper, an exact theory for the reflection and trans- 
mission of acoustic waves is described where the boundary 
conditions are satisfied in the mean using an integrated squared 
error criterion. Meecham’s method [9] is also based on an 
integrated squared error criterion, but his method assumes 
either rigid periodic surfaces or soft periodic surfaces, i.e., 
only reflected waves are considered. 

The method described in this paper is similar to the one of 
the electromagnetic wave reflection and transmission problem 
[lo]. The minimization of the integrated squared error is 
carried out with a conjugate gradient iterative technique. The 
iterative technique results in minimal storage requirements. 
The method is valid for media with absorption. However, 
the complex wavenumber should obey the Karmers-Kronig 
relations, such as in [1 11. 

11. FORMULATTON OF THE PROBLEM 

The configuration for the acoustic reflection and trans- 
mission problem is shown in Fig. 1. A point in space is 
specified by its right-handed, orthogonal coordinates 5 ,  y, z .  
It is assumed that the roughness of the interface is a local 
deformation of an otherwise plane boundary at z = 0. The 
analysis is carried out in the temporal frequency domain with 
angular frequency w where the complex time factor e-iwt is 
suppressed. The two fluid like media occupy the domains 
D1 and D2, respectively, and are assumed to be linear, 
homogeneous and isotropic with respective mass densities p1 
and p2 and compressibilities ~1 and ~ 2 .  Furthermore, both 
media exhibit some losses and the real and imaginary parts of 
p and IF. satisfy the Karmers-Kronig causality relations. The 
interface is denoted by S and the pressure and the particle 
velocity vector by P and V, respectively. 

In D1, a source of finite extent generates a wave incident 
upon S.  The incident wave is denoted by {Pi, Vi}, The total 
field in D1 is written as the superposition of the incident field 
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and the reflected field {P,, V,}. The reflected field satisfies 
the source-free acoustic equations [ 121 

V.V,- iW61Pr = o  
UPr - iwplv ,  = 0 r E D1 

In these equations r = ( 5 ,  y, z )  denotes the position vector. 
The field in D2 is denoted as the transmitted field { Pt, Vt} .  
It satisfies the source-free acoustic equations 

v . vt - iW62Pt = 0 
UP, - i w p 2 V t  = 0 r E D2. 

The fields satisfy the boundary conditions on S .  At infinity, 
{Pr,  V,} and {Pt,  V t }  should consist of waves traveling 
away from S. Across S the pressure and the normal com- 
ponents of the particle velocity must be continuous, i.e., 

in which Y is the unit vector in the direction of the normal to 
S,  pointing into D1. 

In the subdomain z > z,,, of D1, where z,,, denotes the 
maximum value of z on S ,  the reflected field can be written as 

{pr, v,} = // { p r ,  v,}e"~.'dk,dk, ( z  > zmax) (4) 
03 

--w 

in which 

where 

k=,i = d w 2 p i 6 i  - k: - k i  %(kz,i), 3(k,, i)  > 0. (6) 

Equation (4) is an outgoing plane-wave representation for the 
reflected field in z > zmax. 

In the subdomain z < zmin of D2, where zmin is the 
minimum value of z on S ,  the transmitted field admits the 
representation 

W 

{pt, vt} = // { p t ,  vt}eikz"dk,dk, (2 < Zrnin) (7) 
-W 

in which 

where 

Equation (7) is an outgoing plane-wave representation for the 
transmitted field in z < z,in. 

It should be noted that the expressions (4) and (7) can in 
general not be continued analytically into the domain z,in < 
z < zmax. Therefore, they can not directly be used to satisfy 
pointwise the boundary conditions at S .  In the next section 
it is shown that the outgoing plane-wave representations are 
valid if we use an integrated squared error in the boundary 
conditions. 

111. THE INTEGRATED SQUARED ERROR CRITERION 

The strategy for solving the reflectiodtransmission problem, 
is to approximate computationally the reflected field in D1 
and the transmitted field in D2 by plane-wave representa- 
tions that satisfy the corresponding source-free acoustic field 
equations. The plane waves are traveling in the direction of 
increasing z in D1 and the direction of decreasing z in D2. If 
approximations are denoted by adding a tilde, the plane-wave 
representations become 

and 

where 

and 

In view of (12), (10) satisfies (I), and in view of (13), 
(1 1) satisfies (2), provided that the right-hand sides of (10) 
tnd (1 1)-converge in a certain sense. The scalar functions 
dr,t = $r,t(k,, ky) are approximations of the plane-wave 
components dr,t (IC,, Icy) of the velocity potential. 

The plane-wave components $T,t(k2, IC,) are obtained by 
minimizing the error in the boundary conditions at the inter- 
face. The question is whether we can also use (10) and (1 1) 
on the interface between the two media. This question arises 
because the plane-wave representations can not directly be 
used in'side the grooves of the irregular interface. According 
to Millar [ 131, the use of outgoing plane-wave representations 
on the interface can yield valid results if we meet two 
requirements. The first requirement is that we should use 
an integrated squared error criterion for the approximation 
in the boundary conditions. The second requirement is that 
the interface should not contain sharp edges. If we meet 
these two requirements and drive the error in the boundary 
conditions towards zero, the solution in the exterior domain 
should converge in the mean towards the exact solution. 
The use of outgoing waves is sufficient for convergence 
in the mean sense, although possibly at the cost of worse 
numerical convergence. The sufficiency of the mean-squared 
error minimization in the boundary conditions is shown in 
Appendices A, B, and C .  There we show that the fields in 
domains D1 and 0 2  converge in the mean if we drive the 
integrated squared error in the boundary conditions towards 
zero. 

In other words, if we drive the integrated squared error ERR 
to zero: 
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where (the right arrow denotes convergence in the mean) 

Fp = Y;/'(Pi + Pr - Pt) 

directions will be discussed in Section V. Upon using (22), 
the deviations become 

(23) (") - ( " - 1 )  n)  ("1 
Fv = Zk/2u.  (V; + Vr - V t )  (15) FP,V - FP>V - d fP,V 

in which 

fg) = -iwplY;/2 // gp)e ik:"dk,dk ,  
03 

then we have convergence for the reflected field 

{Pr(r), Vr(r)} 4 {Pr(r), Vr(r)} r E D1 (16) 

as well as for the transmitted field 

{Pt(r), Vt(.)} 4 {Pt(r), Vt(r)} r E D2. (17) 

The factor YO = ( K O / P O ) ~ / ~  is the acoustic wave admittance 
in a reference medium and 20 = ( P O / K O ) ' / ~  is the wave 
impedance in the same medium. These values act as normal- 
ization constants. In the next section, we shall show how, in 
an iterative way, we can minimize E R R  in (14). 

I v .  ITERATIVE MINIMIZATION OF 
THE INTEGRATED SQUARED ERROR 

The solution of the reflectiodtransmission problem can be 
found by an iterative minimization of the integrated squared 
error. The tilde over the different symbols to denote the 
approximation procedure will be omitted. We assume the 
existence of an iterative procedure, in which n steps have 
been carried out. The iterative procedure has led to the values 
q5?) and 4;"' which can be used in (12) and (13). The 
corresponding approximate field values are 

{PPI, v p ) } e i k : " d k x d k ,  r E D1 

J J-00 

and 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The right- 
hand side of (26) has, as a function of v("), a minimum 

J J S  
FP,V ("1 - - FP,V ("-') - (A(")* /B("))  fg;. (31) 

in which the deviations F g )  = Fg)(r), Fp' = F$)(r) are 
given by From this, it follows that 

Fg) = Y,'/"P, + p p  - P,'"') 
F$) = z y v .  (Vi + v p  - Vi"'). 

("1 - ("-1) + +L)&) 

/ L ( F g ) *  fg) + F$)* fp)) d A  = 0. (32) 

(21) This orthogonality property on S will be used later. For the 
definition of the search directions in the next section we also 
want to make the dependence of A(") on g::) explicit. This 
can be accomplished by interchanging the integrations in (27) 

A(") = / l I ( s ( " - l ) * g p )  + sj"-')*gin)) dkxdk,  (33) 

In going from the (n - 1)st step to the nth, we take 

(22) and by writing 4r , t  - dr,t 

where ~ ( " 1  is a variational parameter and g::) = g:$)(k, ,  ky) 
are suitably chosen directions. The construction of these 
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where 

+ i,Zi/'/Lv. k; FF)*eikz" d A .  (35) 

The symbols s!") and sin) denote the steepest-descent direc- 
tions for the reflected and transmitted fields, respectively. 

With this, substitution of (24) and (25) in (32) leads to 

/ / : ( s P ) * g F )  + sin)*g,(")) dk,dk, = 0 (36) 

showing that {s!"), SI"'} is orthogonal to {g!"', g i n ' }  in the 
spectral domain. 

In the next section we discuss a particular choice of g!;), 
which up to now has been completely arbitrary. 

v. THE CONJUGATE GRADIENT DIRECTIONS 

As follows from Section IV, an iterative improvement in 
the satisfaction of the boundary conditions, at the interface is 
only achieved if, in each iteration, A(") # 0. This condition is 
fulfilled when we take the conjugate gradient directions. The 
conjugate gradient directions for solving a discrete system of 
linear equations can be found in [15], [16]. In the present 
case however, we use a continuous form of the conjugate 
gradient method [ 101, [ 171. The continuous conjugate gradient 
directions are given by 

n 2 2 (37) gr,t  (n) = s,,~ (n-1)  + (A(n) /A(n- l ) )g : : - l )  

while 

and where s$) are the steepest-descent directions. These 
steepest-descent directions are orthogonal in the k,, k,-space 
[lo]. However, the directions g::) are not orthogonal in the 
k,, k,-space, but the functions fg& are orthogonal in the 
conjugate 5,  y-space. Therefore we call the directions g!:) the 
conjugate gradient directions. 

Substituting these expressions in the spectral domain equiv- 
alent of (27), viz. (33), and using the orthogonality relation 
(36) we obtain 

A(") = J/I(ISP-~)I~ +  IS;"-^)^^) dk,dk,  (39) 

which shows that A(") is real and positive, unless s$-') 
vanishes. However, in the latter case, we have arrived at the 
exact solution in the iteration n - 1. 

At this point, the iteration scheme is fully defined. The 
complete iteration scheme is shown in Appendix D. 

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

A. General 

All the integrations of the algorithm in Appendix D were 
calculated as simple summations of the discrete function 
values. The convergence properties of the algorithm depend 
strongly on the maximum value of the interface slope. In 
general, the larger the value for the maximum slope, the slower 
the convergence. The convergence properties for sinusoidal 
interfaces can be compared to those of the modified Rayleigh 
method discussed in [7].  The convergence is virtually inde- 
pendent of the period of the sinusoidal interface, although the 
spatial integrations are less accurate for sinusoidal interfaces 
with large periods. 

After a certain number of iteration steps the integrated 
squared error decreases very slowly and the error asymptoti- 
cally reaches a steady value. The speed of convergence does 
not depend on the contrast in the medium parameters, although 
the final error is lower if the contrast is lower. Experiments 
with the step size showed that the calculations gave consistent 
results from a spatial integration step size Ax 5 0.2X, where 
X is the smallest wavelength in both media. 

For the numerical implementation described in this paper, 
the convergence becomes worse if evanescent waves are 
included. Evanescent waves would be required for approximat- 
ing fields with arbitrarily small error. It should be possible to 
include evanescent waves in combination with more accurate 
integrations. In our opinion, however, the resulting decrease of 
the error is not worth the additional computational effort. Note 
that the error in the boundary conditions is readily available 
in our iteration scheme. In this respect the error we make due 
to the absence of evanescent waves is checked in the iteration 
scheme, which is not the case in other known approximate 
methods. It is possible that the use of incoming waves in 
the grooves, in addition to outgoing waves, can improve the 
numerical convergence. However, the use of incoming waves 
is not necessary for the completeness of the solution. 

B. Comparison with Other Methods 

The plane-wave coefficients 4r,t were also calculated by 
minimization of the integrated squared error in the boundary 
conditions using direct matrix inversion. The matrix inversion 
method has the disadvantage that the calculation of the matrix 
elements is relatively expensive. Typical cylindrical interfaces 
analyzed with the matrix inversion method required total 
computation times that were some orders of magnitude longer 
than with the iterative method. 

In [ 181, the method described in this paper was compared 
with a rigorous integral equation method. The latter method 
was based on surface integral equations and free space Green's 
functions, where the solution was obtained iteratively or by 
direct matrix inversion. From the results presented there it 
could be seen that the numerical efficiency of the present 
conjugate gradient plane-wave method is high compared with 
the numerical efficiency of the conjugate gradient integral 
equation method. However, if accurate results are required in 
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interface with a period of D = 2.3X. 

Convergence properties for plane-wave incidence and a sinusoidal 

the case of high contrast between the media andor very rough 
surfaces, then the integral equation method may be necessary. 

C. Examples 

iterative 
scheme of Appendix D was applied to the lossless 2D-case for 
an interface with a sinusoidal profile z = 0.5hsin(2m/D),  
where D is the length of one period of the interface. The 
incident wave was a plane wave at normal incidence. The 
convergence properties of the algorithm are shown in Fig. - (n) 
2, with h / D  as parameter. The quantity shown in ERR , 
which is the root-mean-square error normalized to the case of 
vanishing reflected and transmitted fields, i.e . 

1. Convergence for a Sinusoidal Interface: The 

The spatial integrations over surface A where replaced by 
integrations over the path length I along the surface. The 
number of plane waves, i.e., the number of discrete k, values, 
was 512. The maximum value of lkzl was chosen to be the 
largest value for which all the plane waves in both media are 
nonevanescent, i.e., max(Ik,l} = min {kl, kz}. The medium 
parameters were chosen to be p z / p ~  = 1 and nz/r;l = 1.108, 
which is equivalent to a sound speed contrast of 5 percent. The 
number of points on the surface S was 512 with a spacing of 
Ax = 0.2X, with X = 2 7 r / w m ,  the wavelength in medium 
2. The values for the reference admittance YO and the reference 
impedance 20 were the geometric means of the admittances 
and impedances of both media. The results of the convergence 
for D = 2.3X are shown in Fig. 2 for various values of 
h/D.  In Figure 3 the results are shown for D = 25.5X. It 
can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3 that the convergence is better 
for lower values of h/D. A stable error value is obtained 
approximately after 3 to 10 iterations. The calculation time 
for these configurations, programmed in Matlab on a 40 MHz 
Sun ELC workstation, is about 2 minutes for each iteration. 

2. Beam Distortion of an Ultrasonic Array Transducer: This 
subsection shows the influence of an irregular interface on the 
beam profile of an ultrasonic array transducer. The array is 
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Fig. 4. Beam profile of array transducer for a plane interface separating two 
media. The array transducer is positioned at z = 0.01 m and radiates into a 
medium with parameters c1 = 1550 d s ,  p1 = lo3 kg/m3 at a frequency of 
5 MHz. The parameters of the second medium are: c2 = 1473 d s ,  p z  = lo3 
kg/m3. The focus is at z = -0.04 m. 

positioned at a depth z = 10 mm and the mean of the interface 
is at z = 0. The array radiates into a medium consisting 
of two layers. The layer distant from the transducer has a 
sound speed which is 5 percent lower than the sound speed in 
the medium close to the transducer. The transducer consists 
of 128 radiating elements, each having a width of 0.15 mm, 
positioned at a grid distance of 0.2 mm. The electronic focus is 
at z = -40 mm (that is, at a distance of 50 mm from the array), 
in a medium with the parameters p1 and 61. The array elements 
radiate with equal magnitudes of normal surface velocity. The 
frequency is 5 MHz and the sound speeds are: c1 = 1550 
d s  and cz = 1473 d s .  The densities are p1 = pz = lo3 
kg/m3. The other simulation parameters are described in the 
preceding subsection. 

In Fig. 4, the beam profile obtained for a perfectly flat 
interface is shown, whereas in Fig. 5 the beam profile for 
an irregular interface is shown. 

The irregular interface has a sinusoidal profile windowed by 
a Hamming function, with a peak-to-peak height of h = 2.3 
mm, i.e., about 8 wavelengths. The period of the interface 
irregularity is D = 7.7 mm, i.e., about 25.5 wavelengths. The 
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Fig. 5.  Beam profile of array transducer for an irregular interface 
separating two media with parameters as in Fig. 1, initial guess: plane 
interface starting values no. of iterations: R = 10, resulting error: 
(ERR(”)/ERR(’))’12 = 0.018. 

geometry of the interface is shown as a dark line in Figs. 4 and 
5. The degradation of the focus due to the irregular interface 
is clear. 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A scheme has been developed by which the acoustic field, 
that is reflected and transmitted at a rough interface between 
two different media, can be computed in an iterative way. 
The method is based on a wave-function expansion technique, 
where the acoustic field equations are satisfied analytically, 
while the boundary conditions at the interface are satisfied 
numerically. The integrated squared error in the boundary 
conditions is minimized with an iterative conjugate gradient 
technique. The convergence of the iterative scheme is proved. 
The numerical implementation shows that the algorithm con- 
verges rapidly, but that there is a lower bound on the final error 
which can be achieved. If a sinusoidal interface is employed, 
lower values of height-to-period-ratio result in better conver- 
gence and lower final errors. The numerical implementation of 
the integrals was based on zero-order integration formulas, that 
is, simple summations of the integrands at discrete positions. 
The accuracy of the integrations can be improved by assuming 
a polynomial description for the interface and using analytical 
calculations for the resulting subintegrals. 

APPENDIX A 
RECIPROCITY RELATION 

Two nonidentical, admissible acoustic states “A” and “B” 
of the same angular frequency w, that are present in the same 
bounded domain D (Fig. 1) are related via the frequency- 
domain reciprocity relation. 

The local form of the reciprocity relation can be obtained by 
using the acoustic equations with source distributions Q and F 

V . V  - ~ W K P  = Q 
V P  - iwpv = F (A.1) 

Fig. 6.  States “A” and “B” in the bounded domain D. 

Fig. 7. The configuration of the two-media problem. 

which results in [12] 

V .  (PAVB - PBVA) 
= F A .  VB + QBPA - Fg .VA - Q A P ~ .  (A.2) 

Integration of the local reciprocity relation (A.2) over D 
and application of Gauss’ divergence theorem yield the global 
reciprocity relation 

(A.3) 

In (A.3), dD denotes the boundary surface of D and U denotes 
the unit vector in the direction of the outward normal to dD. 

APPENDIX B 
GREEN’S STATE OF THE TWO-MEDIA PROBLEM 

Surface source-integral representations for the reflected and 
transmitted fields in the two-media problem of Fig. 7 can be 
derived by using the reciprocity relation of Appendix A. 

It is assumed that sources located in D1 excite an incident 
field {Pi, Vi}. The reflected and transmitted field satisfy the 
homogeneous acoustic equations in D1 and D2 

where in D1: p = p1, K = ~1 and D2: p = p2, rc, = n2. The 
reflected field, in D1, is denoted by { P, V} = { P,, V, }. The 
transmitted field, in D2, is denoted by {P,  V} = {Pt, Vi}. 
The reflected field satisfies the radiation condition at infinity. 
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We define, in R3, the volume injection Green’s state as the 
field {P,, V,} that satisfies the conditions [12] 

V . V, - ~wKP,  = qS(r - r’) 
VP, - iwpV, = 0 r E D1 U D z ,  r’ E R3 (B.2) 

where p = p1, K. = tcl in D1 and in p = pz, K = 
Dz,  while 

in 

P, = continuous across S 
U * V, = continuous across S (B.3) 

and in which Y is the unit vector along the outward normal 
to S. The field {Pq ,  V,} satisfies the radiation condition at 
infinity. Application of (A.3) to the domain D1 and to the fields 
{PA,  VA} = {P,, V,} and {PB,  VB} = {P,, V,} yields 

/Lv.(PTVq-PqV, . )  dA = {qP,(r’), 0) 

{PA,  VA} = {pt, vt} and {PB,  VB} = {P,, V,} yields 

/.-v. (PtV, - PqVt) dA = (0, -qPt(r’)} 

r’ E ( 0 1 ,  Dz} .  

03.4) 
Application of (A.3) to the domain Dz and to the fields 

r’ E (01, Dz} .  (B.5) 

Subtraction of (B.5) from (B.4), and use of (B.3) leads to the 
expression 

J L v .  [(P, - Pt)V, - (v, - vt)~,] dA 

= {qK(r’), qPt(r’)) r’ E ( 0 1 ,  0 2 ) .  (B.6) 

The field { P,, V,} is just the acoustic field excited by a point 
source with volume injection Q = qS(r - r‘) and depends 
linearly on q.  

Similarly, when the volume force Green’s state { P f ,  V,} 
that is generated by the source distribution 

F = fS(r - r’) 03.7) 

is introduced, we arrive at the expression 

/ l Y .  [(Pr - Pt)V, - (V, - WPfl dA 

= -{f . V,(r‘),f. Vt(r‘)} r’ E ( 0 1 ,  Dz}.  (B.8) 

The field { P f ,  V,} depends linearly on f .  
Since 

Pi + P, - Pt = 0 
v .  (Vi +v, - V,) = 0 r E S  (B .9> 

we arrive at the result 

-{qP,(r‘), qPt(r‘)} = v - (PiV, - ViP,) dA 

r’ E { D l ,  D z }  (B.lO) 

{f.V,(r’),f.Vt(r‘)} = v.(PiVf -ViP, )dA JL 
r’ E (01, Dz} .  (B.ll) 

These are the desired surface-source representations for the 
reflected and the transmitted fields. If {P,,V,} were known, 
(B.lO) would lead to P,,t at any r’ E D1+ while if { P f ,  V,} 
were known, (B.ll) would lead to V,J at any r’ E 0 1 , ~ .  

APPENDIX C 
SUFHCIENCY OF AN ERROR CRITERION 

IN THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In this appendix it is shown that a certain approximation in 
the boundary conditions leads to a certain degree of approxi- 
mation in the reflected and transmitted fields. The existence 
is assumed of some field {P,, V,} in D1 and some field 
{F t ,V t }  in Dz,  which satisfy the acoustic equations (B.l) 
and the radiation condition at infinity. It is also assumed that 
they violate the boundary conditions at S,  i.e., 

Since the acoustic equations and the radiation condition are 
satisfied, relations of th_e type (B.6) and (B.8) also hold for 
{P,,V,} in D1 and {Pt,Vt} in DZ 

{ q W ,  qFt(r’)l 

= /LY. [ (F,  - Pt)V, - (V, - VTt)Pq] dA 

1,. 

Combining (C.2) with (B.lO), and (C.3) with (B.ll), and ap- 
plying Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality, we obtain the following 
inequalities 
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If. Vt(r') - f a Vt(r')I2 

5 ( E R R p  + E R R v )  ( Z o l ~ .  VfI2 + YoIPfI2) dA 

(C.7) 
Jk 

rl E 0 2  

where the integrated squared errors in the pressure field and 
the particle velocity field at S have been introduced as 

ERRp = JLYolPi + Pr - Pt12 dA (C.8) 

ERRv  = JLZOlv.  (Vi + V r  - Vt)I2 dA. (C.9) 

The factor YO = ( ~ . o / p o ) ' / ~  is the wave admittance in 
a reference medium, while Zo = (po/no)1/2 is the wave 
impedance in the same reference medium. They have been 
introduced for dimensional convenience and the values are not 
critical. From the foregoing results it can be concluded that, if 

(C. 10) ( E R R p  + E R R v )  -+ 0 

then 

and 

because the surface integrals in (C.4-C.7) containing the 
Green's states are bounded (r' 3 S) .  The arbitrariness of q 
and f in (C.ll) and (C.12) leads to 

{ P r ,  V r }  + {Pr, V r )  rl E ~1 (C.13) 

{ p t , V t }  + {P t ,V t }  r' E 0 2  (C.14) 

The derivation of the iterative scheme in the main text is based 
on the error criterion (C.10). 

APPENDIX D 
ITERATIVE SCHEME 

The iterative scheme has to be started with the estimates 
$!2. The solutions for a plane interface [14] can be used as 
starting values. If the incident velocity potential at the plane 
interface z = 0 is known, the incident field {Pi, Vi} at the 
rough surface S and the estimates 4:; can be calculated. 

Plane interface starting values 

$i = $ / l l @ i ( x ,  y, z = O)e-i(kzx+kyy) dxdy 

J J--03 

Initialization 

n = n + l  
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End loop 
If, after n = N iterations, ERR(”) is small enough, 

the reflected field (P,‘”,VLN)} and the transmitted field 
{P,‘”, Vi”} can be found by substituting 4:;) in (19) and 
using (18). 
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